We are an prominent manufacturer, exporter and supplier of industrial cutting tools. The assortment has gained appreciation in the market for its durability & sturdiness.
Established in the year 2000, **Get Cutting Tools** is engaged in manufacturing, exporting, trading and supplying of optimum standard and special industrial cutting tools that includes CNC tools, CNC cutting tools, CNC turning holders, industrial drills, metal CNC tools, precision CNC tools, diamond dressing tools, micro boring bars, plastic cutting tools, HSS cutting tools, gear cutting tools, industrial drills, stub drills, jobber drills, get cutting tools, pune, maharashtra, India. Our entire range is widely acclaimed for their excellent features such as durability, high performance and sturdy construction. Our activities are managed by our mentor Mr. Vasant Bhatta, whose years of industrial experience has given us the right perception to succeed in the desired field.

A well laid infrastructural with latest technological advancements has enabled us to meet the voluminous demands of customers across the globe. We have a team of skilled professionals with ample industrial experience who carry out the whole manufacturing process. Our organization also encloses an in house design unit with CAD / CAM facility, for continuous enhancement of our models and designs. Laying emphasis on quality and planned manufacturing process we stay ahead of our competitors by providing our clients with one stop solution for industrial cutting tools. With our dedication and sincere efforts we aim to achieve maximum customer satisfaction by providing our clients with customized solution as per the specifications given by the within a stipulated time frame. We also have the ability to dispose or bid for cutting tools (dead stock).
METAL CUTTING TOOLS

- Multi-Point Milling Cutter
- Metal Turning
- Carbide Tips
- Threading Tools
WOOD CUTTING TOOLS

- Groove Tool
- Wood Planing Tool
- Hand Tool
- Router Cutter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- CNC Cutting Tools
- Special/Customizable Tools
- Boring Machine-Boring Bars
- Industrial Slitting Cutter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Side/Face Cutters
- Customized Cutting Tool
- Thread Forming Tools
- Internal & External Threading Tools
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Plastic Cutting Tools
- Form/Customized Cutting Tools
- Gear Cutting Tools
- Diamond Dressers
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Industrial Drill
- HSS Cutting Tools
- Piercing Punch Tools
- Cutting Tools
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Router Cutters
- Paper Cutting Tool
- Industrial Fastener Tools
- Glass Polishing Wheel
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Glass Saw Wheel

Tile Saw Wheel

Rock Drill

Down The Hole Bit
| **Factsheet** |
|---------------|---------------------------------------------------|
| **Year of Establishment** | 2000 | **Nature of Business** | Manufacturer, Exporter, Supplier, Trader |
| **Total Number of Employees** | : | **Upto 10 People** |
| **Primary Competitive Advantage** | : | **Experienced Good R & D Financial Position & TQM Large Production Capacity Provide Customized Solutions** |
| **Contract Manufacturing** | : |
CONTACT US

Get Cutting Tools [A Unit Of B Joy Engineering Works]
Contact Person: Vasant Bhatta

Plot No. 12, Sector - A, Vrindavan Society, Panchawati, Pashan
Pune - 411008, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-9953353200
🌐 www.getcuttingtools.net